Beta-cell deficit is the major pathological feature in type 1 and type 2 diabetes patients, and plays a key role in disease progression. In principle, beta-cell regeneration can occur by replication of pre-existing beta-cells, or by beta-cell neogenesis from stem/progenitors. Unfortunately, beta-cell replication is limited by the almost complete absence of beta-cells in patients with type 1 diabetes, and the increasing recognition that the beta-cell replicative capacity declines severely with age. Therefore, beta-cell neogenesis has received increasing interest. Many different cell types within the pancreas have been suggested as potential beta-cell stem/progenitor cells, but the data have been conflicting. In some cases, this may be due to different regeneration models. On the other hand, different results have been obtained with similar regeneration models, leading to confusion about the nature and existence of beta-cell neogenesis in adult animals. Here, we review the major candidates for adult regeneration pathways, and focus on the recent discovery that alpha-cells can function as a novel beta-cell progenitor. Of note, this is a pathway that appears to be unique to beta-cell neogenesis in the adult, as the embryonic pathway of betacell neogenesis does not proceed through a glucagonpositive intermediate. We conclude that beta-cell neogenesis from alpha-cells is a new pathway of potential therapeutic significance, making it of high importance to elucidate the molecular events in alpha-to beta-cell conversion.
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Overview of adult beta-cell regeneration
here are two ways to create new beta-cells: 1. replication from pre-existing beta-cells, and 2. neogenesis from non-beta cells. The relative contributions of these two processes to the maintenance of beta-cell mass is controversial. In humans, it is unclear whether significant beta-cell regeneration occurs at all [1] . In the mouse, where the overwhelming majority of studies have been performed, the mode of regeneration appears to vary depending on the stimulus for regeneration.
This has led to substantial confusion in the field, with conflicting results as to the existence and nature of beta-cell regeneration in adult animals. One consideration is that the degree of plasticity in the adult pancreas is much greater than previously suspected. There is a large number of different cell types within both the exocrine and endocrine pancreas. Several are able to contribute to beta-cell regeneration [1] . The relative contribution of any particular cell type to the ultimate beta-cell mass depends on the stimulus, which can be physiologic (e.g., pregnancy or obesity), or a kind of damage (e.g., duct ligation, beta-cell ablation, or partial pancreatectomy).
Beta-cell replication
Beta-cell replication has been studied for a long time. In young adult mice, beta-cell replication can be achieved in several physiological and experimental models, such as obesity, glucose infusion, pregnancy, manipulating growth-hormone expression, and partial pancreatectomy [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . However, murine beta-cell replication declines with age, which restricts the potential for beta-cell regeneration by that route [9, 10] .
Beta-cell biology in humans seems to be very different from that of mice. It has been reported that human beta-cells are much longer-lived than murine beta-cells [11] . The human adult beta-cell population has been largely established by age 20, and then remains constant thereafter [10] , indicating that the turnover of human beta-cells may be rare. A study measuring beta-cell replication used in vivo thymidine analog incorporation and radiocarbon dating. It was found that under typical circumstances, human beta-cells and their cellular precursors are established by young adulthood [12] .
It has been difficult to demonstrate replication of human beta-cells in settings where replication of murine beta-cells is well established, e.g. in obesity, type 2 diabetes (T2D) [13] , pregnancy [14] , and partial pancreatectomy [15] . It has been reported that human beta-cells could be induced to proliferate in the presence of hepatocyte growth factor. However, these cells lost insulin expression after approximately five doublings [16, 17] . Also, it was questionable whether the replicating cells were beta-cells or contaminating duct cells [18] . A recent report indicated that human beta-cells could be induced to enter the cell cycle by overexpressing cyclin-dependent kinase 6 [19] . However, it is unclear whether this approach induced proliferation of beta-cells, with consequent increase in beta-cell number or mass in vitro or in vivo, since those parameters were not measured. Finally, whilst some recent studies have found residual beta-cells in some type 1 diabetes (T1D) patients [20] , the number of those cells is small. Thus, induction of beta-cell replication is likely to be most effective early in the course of the disease as the number of residual beta-cells remaining later in the disease process are too small to replicate.
Beta-cell neogenesis
In adults, many cell types within the pancreas have been studied as possible candidates for betacell stem/progenitor cells. These include acinar cells, centroacinar cells, duct cells, and delta-cells [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . Due to the low turnover rate of the betacell population, most of the current evidence available for adult beta-cell neogenesis comes from damage models, disease models, and in vitro culture. Each of these models provides a different set of conditions and potential stimuli that may result in activation of potential stem/progenitor cells [1] .
Embryonic insulin-producing cells arise from pancreatic ductal epithelial progenitor cells. For decades, adult pancreatic ductal epithelium has been regarded as the most likely source of betacell progenitors [27] [28] [29] . Two findings have provided support for the theory that adult ductal cells could function as beta-cell progenitors: 1. the morphological finding of "insulin-producing cells existing in the duct or near the duct" [27-29], and 2. lineage-tracing experiments using pancreatic ductal ligation as damage model [24, 30] . In humans, an increase in insulin-positive cells in the ducts has been observed in chronic pancreatitis [31] , and in T1D patients receiving simultaneous pancreaskidney transplantation with recurrent autoimmunity [32] .
Using genetic lineage tracing, we have shown that human exocrine cells cultured in vitro can be differentiated into beta-cells, under the influence of inductive factors present in the human fetal pancreas. However, the efficiency of this process
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Alpha-cells can serve as a novel source of beta-cell progenitors
The large number of pre-existing beta-cells in most models is the confounding factor in the study of beta-cell neogenesis. We created a new damage model to better study the origin and extent of adult beta-cell neogenesis in which beta-cellspecific toxin alloxan was invected to eliminate all pre-existing beta-cells. Subsequently, we performed PDL to stimulate beta-cell neogenesis. In this PDL plus alloxan model, virtually all betacells that appeared after treatment were neogenic. To our surprise, we found a large number of new beta-cells arising from adult alpha-cells within 14 days ( Figure 1C and 1D) . At one week following PDL plus alloxan, 58% of insulin-positive cells coexpressed glucagon. Whilst beta-cell neogenesis from ducts occurred, as it did in PDL alone; such cells were relatively rare, and could not account for the robust beta-cell neogenesis that was observed.
The process of alpha to beta-cell conversion involved an intermediate cell type, in which glucagon-positive alpha-cells started to express betacell-specific transcription factors such as Pdx1 and Nkx6.1. Subsequently, insulin protein was produced, and cells co-expressing insulin and glucagon appeared ( Figure 1C and 1D) . Those insulinpositive cells expressed MafB and were initially immature, but became mature over time with MafA instead of MafB expression [35] .
Normally, the adult alpha-cell is not highly proliferative, and the major physiological role of the alpha-cell is to secrete glucagon, which plays an important role in glucose homeostasis. environmental cues in a diverse manner. Firstly, they could replicate, which resulted into alpha-cell hyperplasia serving as a potential pool of beta-cell progenitors. Secondly, alpha-cells could differentiate into beta-cells through direct conversion, without intervening replication. Finally, some alphacells replicated first, and then converted to betacells ( Figure 2) [33].
It is interesting to note that the alpha-cell and beta-cell lineages arise independent during normal ontogeny [36] . Transgenic overexpression of transcription factor Pax4 under the control of the glucagon promoter resulted in a lineage switch from alpha-to beta-cells; but this phenomenon was limited to the embryo, and did not occur in adult animals [37] . Our finding of adult beta-cell neogenesis from adult alpha-cells provides evidence for adult beta-cell neogenesis without recapitulating the pathway of beta-cell neogenesis during development.
Alpha-to beta-cell conversion has been demonstrated independently using a different damage model. In this model, a near-total ablation of preexisting beta-cells was achieved by transgenic expression of the diphtheria toxin receptor under the control of the insulin promoter. In this model, it took 5-10 months for significant numbers of new beta-cells to form, after which some mice became normoglycemic [38] . In contrast, our model was much more rapid in terms of beta-cell neogenesis, but did not result in reversion to normoglycemia. The latter was possibly due to the persistent profound inflammation and damage caused by the ligation [35] . While the low efficiency of the diphtheria toxin model makes mechanistic studies of alpha-to beta-cell conversion difficult, the reversion to normoglycemia in that model is an important demonstration of the potential for alpha-cells to serve as a clinically relevant source of beta-cell progenitors. Deeper study of both models is needed to clarify the factors mediating the conversion process, and to enable clinical translation.
Signals responsible for alpha-to beta-cell conversion remain unknown

What happens in the pancreas after PDL plus alloxan?
In the normal pancreas, pancreatic juice secreted by pancreatic acinar and ductal cells flows through the pancreatic duct into the duodenum. Pancreatic juice is composed mainly of exocrine enzymes and bicarbonate ions, but some growth factors such as epidermal growth factor (EGF) and insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF-1) are also found there [39, 40] . After PDL, pancreatic juice accumulates due to pancreatic duct blockage. The retained pancreatic juice injures the pancreas, resulting in acinar-cell apoptosis, local inflammation, recruitment of inflammatory response cells attracted by the inflammation, ductal cell hyperplasia, fibrosis, and extensive remodeling of the extracellular environment [24, 41] . PDL induces strong cytokine expression in the pancreas. It has been reported that interleukin-1alpha (IL-1alpha), IL-1beta, IL-1 receptor antagonist, IL-6, IL-10, and tumor-necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-alpha) mRNAs were upregulated in the pancreas within 1 to 3 days after PDL, and remained at high levels on day 7 [42] . Other inflammatory mediators, such as platelet-activating factor and substance P, and activation of transcriptional factors NF-kappaB and activator protein-1 were also found in similar conditions [43] [44] [45] . However, the relative contributions of these potential factors to alpha-to betacell conversion is unknown. Concurrent with PDL, we eliminated nearly all pre-existing beta-cells with alloxan. Alloxan is a beta-cell-specific toxin that results in rapid betacell death and transient massive insulin release, as a result of toxin-induced secretory granule and cell-membrane rupture [46] . A summary of the PDL plus alloxan model is presented in Figure 2 .
Is the near-total loss of beta-cell mass critical for alpha-to beta-cell conversion?
An important question is the extent to which near-total loss of beta-cell mass is a prerequisite for triggering alpha-to beta-cell conversion. It is known that alpha-cell and beta-cell function and growth are highly interrelated [47] . Glucagon secretion is modulated by insulin and zinc secreted by beta-cells [47] . Genetic deletion of alpha-cell insulin receptors results in an increase in beta-cell mass and a decrease in alpha-cell mass [48] . In human islets, cell-cell contacts between alpha-and beta-cells are numerous. It has been reported that the frequency of alpha-beta cell contacts is much higher than the frequency of alpha-alpha cell contacts or beta-beta cell contacts. Also, alpha-cells surrounded by beta-cell extensions, are often observed [49] . The ablation of pre-existing beta-cells eliminates alpha-beta cell contact, but increases cell contacts between alpha-cells and non-betacells. Whether the signaling between alpha-and beta-cells involves direct cell-cell contact, or is mediated by secreted factors, remains to be determined.
So far, alpha-to beta-cell conversion has only been observed in experimental settings with nearcomplete beta-cell ablation [35, 38] . Another experiment, using transgenic mice expressing diphtheria toxin in beta-cells to achieve 70-80% betacell destruction, did not find evidence for alpha-to beta-cell conversion [50] . Those results lead to a suggestion that near-total beta-cell loss might be a prerequisite, or a promoting factor, for triggering alpha-to beta-cell conversion. However, cells coexpressing insulin and glucagon exist following PDL alone ( Figure 1B) . In humans, we have found small numbers of cells co-expressing insulin and glucagon in patients with acute pancreatitis (Figure 1F) ; but it is not known whether those cells represent a transitional state that will go on to form neogenic mature beta-cells. Nonetheless, the finding of cells co-expressing glucagon and insulin in humans with pancreatitis, raises the hope that one day, beta-cell neogenesis from alpha-cells might be clinically applicable.
Alpha-cell proliferation and alpha-to beta-cell conversion are independent processes
Both alpha-cell replication and alpha-to betacell differentiation occurred in the PDL plus alloxan model. This observation raised the question whether replication and alpha-to beta-cell conversion might be linked. For example, alpha-cells might divide asymmetrically to generate another alpha-cell and a differentiated beta-cell, as in classical models of stem cell biology. We addressed this question using continuous BrdU labeling, and found that alpha-to beta-cell conversion could occur without intervening replication. This finding indicated that alpha-cell replication, and alpha-to beta-cell conversion, are independent processes, and asymmetric division is not required [35] . The finding is also consistent with previous studies of human T2D [51] , and glucagon receptor knockout mice [52] , in which alpha-cell hyperplasia occurred without concomitant beta-cell neogenesis.
Inflammation may play a role in alpha-to beta-cell conversion
Currently, the signals triggering alpha-to betacell conversion are not known. In fact, there may be several ways to convert one terminally differentiated cell into another. Some methods involve the use of viral vectors to ectopically express specific transcription factors [26, 53] . Others are related to tissue damage [54] . It has been proposed that inflammation induced by viral infection may facilitate the cell-conversion process [55, 56] . A similar phenomenon might exist as well in tissue damage models, including the PDL plus alloxan model. Indeed, another significant difference between the two current models of alpha-to beta-cell conversion is that PDL plus alloxan might induce much stronger inflammation than pure beta-cell ablation. Perhaps, this stronger inflammation contributes to the much more rapid kinetics of the conversion in the PDL plus alloxan model compared with mere beta-cell ablation. Given the lack of evidence, future study is needed to elucidate the underlying mechanisms of alpha-to beta-cell conversion. This may be the key to a successful clinical translation.
Generating new beta-cells from adult alpha-cells could be a revolutionary approach for diabetes therapy
Despite remaining open questions about the mechanisms of alpha-to beta-cell conversion, it has been demonstrated that the process occurs and that it can be rapid and robust. We have also learned that it occurs to a significant albeit lesser degree even in older animals [35] . Thus, it is worthwhile to explore its potential as a new therapeutic approach for diabetic patients. Unlike beta-cells, alpha-cells are intact in T1D patients, and they are increased in T2D patients. One important research avenue will be to re-evaluate existing models of beta-cell regeneration for the occurrence of alpha-to beta-cell conversion. When we have built up a sufficiently detailed understanding of the mechanisms, it may be possible to induce alpha-to beta-cell conversion through pharmacology. In the longer term, this could lead to a universal treatment for diabetes.
